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Chapter 1: Unfolding – Ruth’s Story
I’m going to build a bridge
If you fail to plan, you plan to fail
Walking over the bridge
I am the paintbrush
The long practicum went really well
There’s a new bridge to cross

Chapter 2: Unexpectedness – Ann’s Story
It runs in my blood
I just felt like I was going to a residential school or something
I’ve always been an activist-type person
I found myself in a place I visited often

Chapter 3: Uncertainty – Nathalie’s Story
I have no real expectations of this program
She wants to be the ‘cool teacher’
I was so invisible
I felt like I was overreacting a little bit
I have to be a good role model
It feels good so far
A game of dramatic hats
My challenge was to focus on the positive
Becoming a good teacher
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